Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation in Shoulder Rehabilitation of Women Submitted to Surgical Treatment for Breast Cancer
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Abstract

Background: Survivors of breast cancer show loss of function of the homolateral limb after treatment, which involves reduction of the functional range of the shoulder, as well as impairment of the involved musculature. The aim of this study was to evaluate the electromyographic activity and the strength of the muscles in the shoulder complex of women who have been subjected to mastectomies, after an intervention using Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation (PNF) exercises.

Methods: This study included 18 women submitted to modified radical mastectomy, with a mean age of 52.55±8.42 years. The training exercises with Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation occurred two times per week for eight weeks, the standards used were the diagonal pattern, with flexion-abduction-external rotation and extension-adduction-internal rotation. For the evaluation of the electromyographic activity, electrodes were positioned in the muscles of the upper trapezius and deltoid (anterior, middle and posterior muscle fibers).

Results: The electromyographic analysis demonstrated a 32% elevation in the Standard Envelope (SE) of the middle fiber of the deltoïd muscle (DM), 15% in the SE of the upper trapezius (UT), an increase in muscle strength of 15% in the DM and 15% in the UT, also raising the strength of these muscles by 36%.

Conclusion: The results of the proposed intervention allow us to conclude that, for the sample evaluated, there was an increase in the recruitment of motor units and of muscle strength of the shoulder affected by the surgery to treat breast cancer.

Introduction

It is challenging to acquire knowledge on the functional changes of the upper limb and shoulder due to breast cancer treatment, such as reduction of movement, muscle weakness, pain, numbness, and lymphedema, because these changes cause numerous chronic impacts, with a clinically significant decrease in the functional capacity and quality of life of these women [1-3].

Functional limitations associated with pain and the decrease of shoulder movement can affect daily and recreational activities of women submitted to breast cancer treatments [4], besides promoting 2.5 times more chances of losing some productive capacity at work, generating higher financial costs [5].

From six to twelve months after treatment, at least half of the women reported a decrease in the range of motion of the upper limb affected. The movements of abstraction and external rotation of the shoulder were the most affected [6].

Kinematic parameters and muscle EMG of the shoulder waist muscles and upper limbs are altered in survivors of breast cancer, but patients submitted to mastectomy demonstrate larger deviations of movement and higher levels of pain, symptoms which are more chronic when compared to the other surgeries [7]. The rhomboids and upper trapezius muscles show the greatest loss of electromyographic activity in short and long terms, and this loss is associated with increased disabling pain [8].

The technique of Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation (PNF) is designed to promote or accelerate the response of the neuromuscular mechanism through stimulation of the proprioceptors. It is a pattern of muscle contractions and diagonal movements that increase active movements, produce a correct direction of movement, and reduces fatigue, besides promoting muscular strengthening and stretching[9,10].

The PNF demonstrates good results in the gain of amplitude and decrease of pain in the frozen shoulder syndrome [11], in the gain of movement in the adhesive capsulitis of the shoulder [12], and in the gain of stretching of the shoulder musculature in athletes [13]. However, the use of this technique in the rehabilitation of breast cancer survivors is still very scarce in the literature.

Shoulder muscle rehabilitation in breast cancer survivors has an effect on the improvement of functional welfare, and has the potential to attenuate the negative impacts that the morbidities of the upper limb cause to the emotional health of these women [14].

More appropriate rehabilitation programs are needed to deal specifically with the muscles involved in the function of the shoulder...
that is homolateral to the surgical procedure done to breast cancer survivors. The aim of this study was to evaluate the electromyographic activity and the strength of the muscles in the shoulder complex of women who have been subjected to mastectomies, after an intervention using Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation (PNF) exercises.

Methods

Subjects

Eighteen women were selected, who had been submitted to the surgery of modified radical mastectomy with axillary lymphadenectomy, with a mean age of 52.55±8.42 years, who were irregularly physically active according to the criteria established by the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ).

The subjects were submitted to a standard anamnesis, and the following traits were considered as exclusion criteria: trauma in the region of the shoulder and shoulder waist muscles, presence of clinical signs of instability of the shoulder joint, women already undergoing physical therapy treatments, and those who presented lymphedema.

Ethical approval

All volunteers signed a consent form, the procedures of the study were approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Clinical Hospital of the Faculty of Medicine of Ribeirão Preto, at the Universidade de São Paulo, under protocol number 2890/2017.

Protocol of electromyography

For the electromyographic record, were used: 1) Signal Acquisition System - Lynx Electronics Ltda*. Signal Conditioner Module With 16 channels; 2) 12-bit converter board A/D CAD model 12/32 from Lynx Electronics Ltda*; 3) Aqdados Software version 4.6; 4) Simple differential active surface Electrodes from Lynx * Electronics Ltd.; 5) Reference electrode; 6) Load Cell Model MM-100 from Kratos Dinamometers Ltda*; 7) Electrogoniometer to identify the positioning and angulation of the limb analyzed.

For the evaluation of the electromyographic activity of the trapezius (upper fibers) and deltoid (anterior, middle, and posterior muscle fibers), the electrodes were placed on standardized points on the skin according to the EMG Surface recommendations for the Non-Invasive Assessment of Muscles SENIAM, and the signals were collected during maximum isometric contraction in abduction of 90° of the upper limb in a neutral position regarding the rotation of the humeral scapula, for a period of five seconds.

The surface electrodes were placed over the motor points upper trapezius and middle deltoid of the homolateral upper limb, and connected to the channels of the electromyography, after being located by the TENS (Orion Tens) equipment. The electrodes were fixed with adhesive tape perpendicular to the direction of the fibers, as proposed by De Luca (1997).

The ground electrode was positioned with electroconductive gel and fixed by adhesive tape in the lateral epicondyle of the humerus of the limb to be analyzed. Before the start of the evaluation, the electromyography channels were calibrated according to the manual provided by the equipment manufacturer.

The load cell was attached to a metal device (made for this purpose) attached at one end to an arm brace, while the other, perpendicular, was attached to the ground, through a steel chain. Thus, with the muscle contraction, the load cell was tensioned, and the reading of the torque was performed through observation of the monitor of the computer. The examined limb of the volunteer was positioned parallel to a support device, with the purpose to avoid fatigue.

Intervention

The protocol for muscle training consisted of exercises of Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation (PNF), in which the movement of the upper limb homolateral to the surgery was resisted manually by the same researcher, that was had experience with PNF

The intervention was applied two times a week, over the course of eight weeks, the exercises followed in accordance to Wicke et al. (2014), aiming at stretching the muscles adjacent to the shoulder, as well as the training and gain of muscle strength. The standards used were the diagonal pattern, with flexion-abduction-external rotation and extension-adduction-internal rotation, performed with the elbow extended.

The volunteers remained in supine position with their hip joint flexed in 30°, and the lower limbs supported in semiflexion.

Statistical analysis

The sample was calculated through the Ene software, version 3.0 (Autonomous University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain). The sample size was calculated based on the study conducted by Shamley et al. (2007). Thus, the outcome variable chosen was the maximum speed of the arterial blood flow. In this context, considering a statistical power of 80% and alpha value of 0.05, a number of 18 patients per group was estimated.

The statistical analysis of the data was performed after the completion of the entire experimental phase. Initially, it an exploratory analysis of the data was performed by the SAS - JMP software (Statistical Analysis System), with the normality test of Shapiro-Wilk for the statistical variable spectral density power (n<2000), and the normality test KSL for strength and normalized envelope (n>2000) of the different experimental groups. The Signed tests of Wilcoxon/ Kruskal Wallis were applied.

Results

The data for the envelope (Figure 1) normalized by the average amplitude of the electromyographic signal, showed a significant increase of 32% (p<0.0001) for the middle deltoid muscle fibers after physical therapy intervention, when compared to the values of the group before intervention (1), indicating an improvement in the function of this muscle.

Comparing the mean values before and after physical therapy intervention in Figure 2, significant increase of 15% (p<0.0001) can be observed in the median frequency of middle deltoid muscle fibers, after (2) intervention, indicating an increase in the recruitment of the motor units.

Figure 3 shows that there was a significant increase in the normalized envelope of the trapezius muscle of 15% (p<0.0001) after (2) therapeutic intervention, when compared to the results before (1) intervention, indicating an increase in the recruitment of the motor units.
Figure 1: Mean ± SD of the normalized envelope (NE) of the middle deltoid muscle fibers during maximum isometric contraction in the position of 90° of arm abduction (1) before and (2) after physical therapy intervention.

Figure 2: Mean ± SD of median frequency (MF) of the middle deltoid muscle fibers during maximum isometric contraction in the position of 90° arm abduction (1) before and (2) after physical therapy intervention.

Figure 3: Mean ± SD of the normalized envelope (NE) of the upper trapezius muscle during maximum isometric contraction in the position of 90° arm abduction (1) before and (2) after physical therapy intervention.
The results of Figure 4 demonstrate that there has been a significant increase in the median frequency of the upper trapezius muscle in 4% (p<0.0001) after (2) intervention, when compared to the values of the group before intervention (1), indicating an improvement in the function of this muscle.

Figure 5 shows a significant increase, of 36% (p<0.0001), of the strength after (2) physical therapy intervention, when compared to the results before it (1).

Discussion

In the present study it was observed that according to the envelope normalized by the average amplitude of the electromyographic signal, there was an increase of 32% (p<0.0001) for deltoid muscle medium fibers and 15% (p <0.0001) in the median frequency after physical intervention, indicating an increase in motor unit recruitment. There was a significant increase in the normal trapezius muscle envelope of 15% (p <0.0001) and its median frequency in the upper trapezius muscle 4% (p <0.0001) resulting in a significant increase in force during maximal isometric contraction in abduction. 90°, 36% (p <0.0001) after physical therapy intervention, evidencing the significant improvement in the increment of the motor units. The upper limb musculature of mastectomized women have higher levels of muscle effort on the affected side, however, weaknesses in the strength test, thus indicating a rehabilitation focused on strengthening exercises of this musculature [17].

The study of Zhu et al. (2016), considers the movement of the shoulder through physical activity a modifiable risk factor for primary and recurrent cancer, therefore, the need for rehabilitation in oncology becomes clear. Movement deviation patterns in women following surgery for breast cancer are similar to those seen in other known shoulder dysfunction. Exercise therapy and scapular stabilization...
exercises were found to be an effective approach for controlling pain, promote normal motor control and decreasing disability [19].

The main sequelae in the postoperative period of modified radical mastectomy are changes in posture and in range of motion of the shoulder and reduction of muscular force homolateral to the surgery. Oxidative stress was also observed with a reduction of mitochondrial function and consequent alteration of physical capacity and physiological reserve. Thus, specific rehabilitation is needed during oncological treatment, aiming at functional independence and reinsertion of the individual in the society [20,21].

It is necessary to establish an orientation program about the benefits of rehabilitation with exercises aimed at explaining doubts about cancer treatment, the practice of physical activity and improvement of the functional capacity of the patients. In addition, it is also necessary to explain the need to increase blood and lymphatic flow through muscle contraction, compensating the deleterious effects of the cancer treatment and its impact on the quality of life of oncological patients, preventing possible complications [22,23].

Physical therapy has been pointed out as essential for the rehabilitation of mastectomized women, through the insertion of early interventions in the rehabilitation of cancer patients using the therapeutic arsenal that involves clinical practice, leading to improvements in their quality of life [24]. In this study, it was possible to find that the physical therapy intervention provided an increase in range of motion, muscle strength, and a significant reduction in pain in the shoulder joint, providing an improvement of functionality.

The PNF has been used in the rehabilitation of mastectomized women with the objective of increasing the lymphatic circulation of women with lymphedema. The biomechanical factors of the technique were observed in the study, which the method promoted a greater recruitment of the dynamic shoulder stabilizer muscles during the diagonal lift exercises, being pointed as an effective technique for the prevention, treatment and rehabilitation of shoulder disorders [25].

The benefits of proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation in the gain of stretching and movement range of the shoulder joint can be observed. They improve functional performance due to the contraction of the antagonist during their execution, and the action of the professional facilitating the realization of the movement arc of the shoulder joint, which gives more credibility to the findings of this study [16], highlighting the findings of this study.

Increased activation of muscle fibers effectively improves functional autonomy and consequently activities of daily living, being crucial new rehabilitation techniques that favor the movements of the upper limb homolaterally [26]. Studies demonstrate the use of electromyography in the functional evaluation of patients submitted to mastectomy that evolved with functional changes of the limb homolateral to the surgery, which compromises the evolution of the functionality and promote a negative change in the quality of life, thus justifying its use in this study [27], thus enabling its use in the dear study.

During the execution of the electromyography tests, all necessary procedures for standardization were considered. Prior to the treatment of the data, the signals were individually analyzed trough sampling. The results demonstrated that the electromyographic circuit presented itself within normal standards, the distribution of the signal follows the Gaussian curve, and the number of bits were within the recommended [28,29].

Aiming to clarify the communication of the central nervous system with the skeletal muscle system, the electromyography has been widely used in researches for analysis of human movement, being cited as an effective method to identify the activity of muscle contraction in the shoulder complex after the use of proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation.

The findings of this study are limited to the detection of dysfunction resulting from a unilateral mastectomy. It would also be of interest to evaluate women who had undergone others types of surgery for the treatment.

Muscle electrical activity does not give information concerning muscle strength or the type of contractions that occur. However, the addition of force transducers and electrogoniometers, or some other type of measuring device to the recording system, allows for the simultaneous documentation of such data. This kind of record was extremely useful in the evaluation of the proposal.

Conclusion

From the results observed in the sample, it is possible to conclude that the therapeutic intervention, with the proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation, increased in electromyographic activity and the strength of the muscles in the shoulder complex of women who have been subjected to mastectomies.
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